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Apartment Thailand: Marieken van Nimwegenstraat 11a 

From Schiphol by taxi 

10minutes2center is approx. 15 km from Schiphol airport. A taxi from the airport to 

10minutes2center costs about €40,-. 

Train from Schiphol 

The journey takes about 30 minutes and costs about € 6,-. Take the train from Schiphol airport to 

Station Sloterdijk. There you take bus 15 and get off at the Bos en Lommerplein. Walk in the 

direction the bus is going until the crossing and cross the street to the left. Proceed until the end and 

turn left. Turn right into the first street, this is the Marieken van Nimwegenstraat. After about 150 

meters, on the right hand side, at number 11a on the corner of the crossing Marieken van 

Nimwegenstraat / Lanseloetstraat, 10minutes2center theme Thailand can be found. 

Public transport from Amsterdam Central Station with bus 21 direction Geuzenveld 

Get off at stop Egidiusstraat. Walk from the tram-/ bus stop towards "Domino's Pizza". Enter the 

Egidiusstraat. Turn the second street right. After about 150 meters, on the left hand side, at number 

11a on the corner of the crossing Marieken van Nimwegenstraat / Lanseloetstraat, 

10minutes2center theme Thailand can be found.  

By car from direction Den Haag/Utrecht/Amersfoort 

From the A10 take exit S105 At the exit, go straight passing two traffic lights (these are close to each 

other) to get on the S104 and keep right. At the end of the exit turn right at the traffic lights. You go 

straight ahead and at Domino's Pizza turn right into the Egidiusstraat. Turn the second street right. 

After about 150 meters, on the left hand side, at number 11a on the corner of the crossing Marieken 

van Nimwegenstraat / Lanseloetstraat, 10minutes2center theme Thailand can be found. 

By car from direction Zaandam: take exit S104 

At the end of the exit turn left. Go straight ahead at the 2 traffic lights and at Domino's Pizza turn 

right into the Egidiusstraat. Turn the second street right into the Marieken van Nimwegenstraat. 

After about 150 meters, on the left hand side, at number 11b, 10minutes2center theme Thailand 

can be found.  

Parking 

We recommend parking your car in the guarded and covered parking "P + R" under the Bos en 
Lommerplein at Leeuwendalersweg 23b. Parking in a "P + R" costs € 8.00 per 24 hours including a 
return ticket for public transport for up to 5 people, depending on the number of people. Follow the 
above directions until right after the 2 traffic lights. Turn left at KFC. Follow this road en the curve to 
the left. At the end of the road you will see the entrance of the parking. Fast, flexible and free by 
bike through Amsterdam? Borrow one or two well-maintained bikes from 10minutes2center! 
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